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 From Burnout to 
Firestarter:

Why taking care of YOU is the best thing you can 
do for your clients



Key Concepts…

• How burnout happens and what the 
five main stages of burnout are.

• You will learn strategies to manage, 
renew and replenish your energy 
levels in order to avoid burning out.

•  You will learn how to recover with 
new energy and enthusiasm if you 
do find yourself in a burnout state.

 



Make the most of your time today

Close down all distractions
Multitasking does not work

Make sure you have a pen and paper ready!



You’re in the right place if…

✓You’re a social worker, counselor, consultant, personal coach, or 
other helping professional

✓You want to know how to serve your clients well and see them 
overcome their obstacles 

✓You want to love your work and have time to live your life
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My WHY…..



I needed help
Working long hours
Sleeping short hours
Eating bad food
Skipping exercise
Very little time with friends
Don’t know how to have fun
Tired all of the time
Lost ability to dream
BURNED OUT



Enough is enough. It’s time to make a change…

✓Prioritized my health and wellness
✓Successful transition to private 
practice 
✓Indianapolis Star Rising Star 2012
✓Published author
✓Team counselor for the Indianapolis 
Colts of the NFL
✓Executive coach to entrepreneurs

 



How my life has been enriched…



How my life has been enriched…
I use my practice to help change the lives of people

My practice has allowed me to earn a wage I feel good 
about

 Offer services to corporations such as the NFL

I teach others how to do exactly what I’m doing

I have a simple, repeatable system



How my life has been enriched…



How my life has been enriched…



So now the big questions are…
What strategies can help you manage, renew and replenish your 

energy levels in order to avoid burning out?

 How can you recover with new energy and enthusiasm if you do find 
yourself in a burnout state just like I did?



B.A.L.A.N.C.E.
Boundaries are a blessing Ask for Help 

 “It’s not the load that breaks you down; it’s 
the way you carry it.” -Lena Horne

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2008-08-01_No_Tresspassing_sign_at_RDU.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


B.A.L.A.N.C.E.
Let go of things that are not 

essential
“For Every minute spent in organizing an 

hour is earned” 
unknown

Accept that you are not 
perfect and no one else is 
either

• “A man would do nothing if he waited 
until he could do it so well that no one 
could find fault”. ~John Henry Newman



B.A.L.A.N.C.E.
No is not a bad word



B.A.L.A.N.C.E.
Challenge negative thinking

“We change our behavior when the pain of 
staying the same becomes greater than the 

pain of changing. Consequences give us 
the pain that motivates us to change.” 

― Henry Cloud

Everyday Do a little better



What are your goals?
Help more people?
Change the way you work?
Make more money?
Have more time?
Feel freedom?
Joy? Peace? Accomplished?



Discover Your Life and Dreams Again



GIFTS!!!



I’d Love To Hear From You
www.lovinglifewithliz.com

Send email: info@lovinglifewithliz.com

http://www.lovinglifewithliz.com/

